GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR MICROSOFT TEAMS DEPLOYMENT

Microsoft Teams is a cloud-based communication and productivity platform located within the Microsoft Office 365 service. Teams will help transform the way users will communicate, share and consume files, as well as elevate their level of productivity behavior.

Deploying Microsoft Teams involves more than just the client and tools, it requires the right people and processes to deliver success. Understanding Microsoft Teams, where it fits within the Office 365 Productivity stack, and how it can make your users and organization run more efficiently, securely and on time can be difficult. CDW has the right people and experience to help set your organization on the right path to adopting Microsoft Teams.

The Microsoft Teams Essentials and Adoption service offering will provide:

- Source Business and Technical Environment Assessment
- Best practices surrounding Microsoft Teams
- Review and education of Microsoft’s Security and Compliance center with emphasis on content protection, mobility and governance specific to Teams
- Recommendations and assistance on how to integrate Microsoft Teams into the corporate narrative
- Roadmap and recommendations for use of key productivity tools in combination with Microsoft Teams
- Success Management and Adoption Plan specific to your needs

WHAT CAN CDW DO FOR ME?

Some of the products and tools covered for Teams include:

- Microsoft Teams Client
- Security and Compliance Center
- Data Loss Prevention (DLP)
- Azure Information Protection (AIP)
- Information Governance
- Mobile Device Management / Mobile Access Management
- Adoption and Communication Plan
- Change Management and Evergreen IT

THE BENEFITS

- Integrate Microsoft Teams into your organization’s daily productivity workflows
- Intelligent transition away from inefficient communication and productivity platforms into a “single pane of glass”
- Maximize the Office 365 investment
- Learn best practices on Office 365 deployment, management and integration
- Develop Success Management Plan to ensure a continual adoption framework of Teams
- Learn about IT change management best practices to ensure long-term cloud success
- Creation of PowerBI dashboard with key reporting metrics on Microsoft Teams adoption within the business

WHY CDW?

CDW is uniquely qualified to design IT solutions that help remove complexity and unnecessary costs from your organization. Our experts become part of your team providing the support you need, when and where you need it.

We can help you navigate Microsoft’s robust array of solution offerings. CDW is an end-to-end provider of cloud applications, solutions and services in public, private and hybrid environments. Based on your business demands, we can help you plan, deliver and manage a flexible solution tailored to your needs. We offer best-of-breed providers, risk mitigation strategies and dedicated personalized expertise to deliver economic and operational benefits.

We get Microsoft. And we can share our knowledge with you, so your organization can spend less time managing software and more time putting it to work.

To learn more about CDW’s Microsoft Teams Essentials and Adoption, contact your CDW account manager or call 800.800.4239.